
 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

      

    

   

        

    

 

 

Traveller Zone 
Daily Bundle  Out of Bundle Rates  

In-Bundle 

Consumption  

 

 

 

 

Traveller 

- 100 FREE minutes 

to Malta to mobile 

and fixed numbers  

- 100 FREE SMSs to 

any mobile number  

- 200MB 

- 100 FREE minutes 

incoming calls. 

- Calls to Malta and Visited Country (Term 

6): €0.25c per minute to mobile and fixed 

numbers.  

- Calls to Other countries (Term 7.1): 

€0.99 per minute to mobile and fixed 

numbers.  

- Calls to Satellite numbers: €9.99 per 

minute  

- Receiving calls at 25c per minute 

- Calls made out of bundle shall be 

charged at a per minute basis to mobile 

and fixed numbers  

- SMS: €0.05c per SMS  

- Data: €0.05 per MB, charged on a per 

MB basis  

- Voice:- per 

second  

- SMS:- per SMS  

- Data:- per KB  

Data Traveller - 100MB  
- Data: €0.05 per MB, charged on a per 

MB basis  
 

https://www.epic.com.mt/epic-stores/


6. Traveller and Data Traveller Countries: Traveller countries: Here  

  

7.Traveller Add-On is not applicable when:  

7.1. Travelling in any country not listed in any country mentioned in Term 6 above. Visit the 

Prepaid Epic World Rates (https://www.Epic.com.mt/SSP/rates-by-country) for more information 

on the applicable rates for any other country not mentioned in Term 6.  

  

7.2. If a call is made to any premium number when roaming, the standard rates shall apply.  

  

7.3. If travelling at Sea (example: cruise liners and ferries), the standard Maritime Roaming rates 

(https://www.Epic.com.mt/usingphoneatsea/) will apply.  

  

8. Additional Traveller Information:  

  

8.1. You will incur the Daily charge in: 

8.1.1 Traveller: upon receiving or making a call, sending an SMS or upon commencing a data 

session when roaming with Traveller in any Traveller country mentioned in the above Term 6 

Traveller section. Hence the Daily charge will not be applied if: the phone is not used for any 

service just mentioned, roaming in any country not forming part of Traveller using your phone in 

Malta  

8.1.2 Data Traveller: upon commencing a data session when roaming with Data Traveller in any 

Data Traveller country mentioned in the above Term 6 Data Traveller Section. Hence the Daily 

charge will not be applied if: the phone is not used for data, roaming in any country not forming 

part of Data Traveller or using your phone in Malta.  

  

8.2. The Daily Charge and Daily Bundle will be applied on a per day basis (from 00:00 till 23:59) Local 

(Malta’s time). A Daily Rate and a Daily Bundle will be applied once per day according to in 

which Traveller Zone the first chargeable activity is done. Unused minutes, SMS and Data cannot 

be carried over to the next day.  

  

8.3. You will automatically receive bundle usage notification upon 80% and 100% usage of any 

service in the bundle. You will also be able to check the bundle usage by sending a blank SMS to 

16290 free of charge.  

   

8.4. Short codes and rates on Traveller will be as follows:  

https://www.epic.com.mt/going-abroad-non-euuk-top-up/
https://www.epic.com.mt/SSP/rates-by-country
https://www.epic.com.mt/international-premium-numbers-charging/


https://www.epic.com.mt/SSP/rates-by-country
https://www.epic.com.mt/epic-stores/
mailto:247@epic.com.mt
https://www.epic.com.mt/epic-stores/
https://www.epic.com.mt/epic-stores/

